
Product Description

Product
Name

5052 aluminum sheet

Material aluminum
Color plain
Alloy 5020
Temper O-H112
Thickness 0.21-180mm
Width 200-3200mm
Length less than 30000mm
Standard GB/T 3880-2006, Q/Q 141-2004, ASTM, JIS, EN
Certificate ISO9001,SGS, ROHS,FDA
Payment T/T,L/C
Surface Be free from Oil Stain, Dent, Inclusion, Scratches, Stain, Oxide Discoloration, Breaks, Corrosion, Roll Marks, Dirt Streaks and

other defect which will interfere with use.
Used The alloy has good forming performance, corrosion resistance, weldability, fatigue strength and aggregation of

static strength, used to make airplane oil tank, oil pipe, metal sheet instrument as well as the transportation vehicles,
ships, street lamps and the rivet wire and so on.
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Packing & Delivery
 
Delivery Details : About 30 days after receiving the prepayment.

Packing Details : Standard export package.

                   One pallet is about 2-3 ton.Two steel belts in width and three in
width.

                   One 20GP container can load about 18-20 tons aluminum sheet.

                   One 40GP container can load about 24 tons aluminum sheet

      
    1. Special logistics packaging                2. pallet and steel belts                       3.
Complete package

Our Company
 

It was established in 2000, which is a professional cooperation that specialized i
n manufacturing



aluminum alloys and deep-processing with aluminum materials.

We can manufacture full series of aluminum alloy materials; mainly include alu
minum plate/sheet,

coil/strip, foil, etc, altogether 18 categories, 260 alloys, more than 4500 varietie
s and 20000 sizes. 
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Our Certifications

                               

Passed the ISO9001:2008 quality system authentication             Supplier Assessment Certificate
by Alibaba.com

                                 

SGS certificate                                                                               FDA certificate

FAQ
Q: How long is your delivery time?
A: Generally it is 5-10 days if the goods are in stock. or it is 20 days if the goodsare not in stock.
    
it is according to quantity.

Q: Do you provide samples ? is it free or extra ? 
A: Yes, we could offer the sample for free charge but do not pay the cost offreight.

Q: What is your terms of payment ?
A: 30% T/T in advance ,balance before shipment. L/C at sight.

Contact us

We are looking forward to having chance to start our long-term cooperation

with friends all over the world ! Your 100% satisfaction will always be our target
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Should you have any requirements or doubts, please feel free
to contact us !
----


